Price List

Location

Airedale

£45.00

Border Collie

£30.00

Border Terrier

£32.00

Bulldog

£25.00

Cairn Terrier

£30.00

Cavalier King Charles Spaniel

£30.00

Dalmation

£25.00

German Shepherd short

£30-£35.00

German Shepherd long

£35-£45.00

Jack Russell

£25.00

Lhaso Apso

£30.00

Labrador

£30.00

Labradoodle

£30-£35.00

Schnauzer Miniature

£30.00

Old English Sheep Dog

£45.00

Poodle miniature

£30.00

Poodle standard

£45.00

Pug

£25.00

Rottweiler

£30.00

Retriever

£30.00

Tara Hewson

Scottish Terrier

£30.00

Professional Dog Groomer

Shih Tzu

£30.00

Springer Spaniel

£30.00

Spaniel English Cocker

£30.00

West Highland White

£30.00

Wire Fox Terrier

£30.00

Yorkshire Terrier

£30.00

Nails only

£7.00

Individual quotes given for other breeds and hand stripping.
Bath, dry and pawdicure from £18 subject to size.
Prices quoted are for well behaved dogs in good condition.

grooming studio

t: 023 9271 3053 m: 07999 040 622
10 Holmdale Road Gosport PO12 4PJ
www.giveadogacomb.co.uk
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Grooming

Why Groom Your Dog

About Your Groomer

Whether you are an old hand or paw at grooming or
a complete novice Give a dog a comb offers you and
your dog a loving, kind and professional grooming
service.

Regular grooming is an important part of the canine
welfare. All dogs need regular grooming:

Tara Hewson trained at an award winning Grooming
Parlour and always grooms with tender loving care
and on a one to one basis.

Give a dog a comb full groom consists of:

To remove dead hair, dirt and parasites
Assists with fighting diseases especially ear
diseases and fleas

Consultation
Upon arrival we will discuss and record your dog's
requirements. Dogs can have anything from a tidy up
to a full make over and a suitable style will
be discussed.
Pre Bath Groom
Before bathing your dog will be groomed thoroughly
which will include removing any mats and knots. Extra
grooming at this stage may incur additional costs.*

Ears are cleaned and long hair removed which in
some breeds is crucial to prevent ear diseases
Monitoring of any irregularities with skin
conditions, lumps or infections
Nails are cut so they do not become a problem
growing around & into the pad, especially dew claws

Tara set up Give a dog a comb after following her
heart to work with dogs and qualified as a Dog
Groomer.
Tara takes the highest pride in her work and the
happiness of you and your dog. You can be assured your dog will be in the very best caring hands at Give
a dog a comb grooming studio.
Dogs are groomed by appointment only and a normal
full groom can take anything from 2 - 4 hours
depending on breed. A collection time will be agreed
when you drop your dog off.

Hair is removed from the pads of the paws which is
Bathing
Your dog will then be bathed with a shampoo to suit its
coat and skin type and conditioner is applied where
necessary. These shampoos will leave your dog clean
and its coat feeling fabulous. Your dog is then dried
with a suitable dryer to be prepared for grooming.

crucial to allow the dog to sweat

Clipping and Scissoring
Your dog will then be clipped or cut to the style as
discussed in the consultation.

The dog broadens its experiences and confidence

Ear cleaning and nail cutting is also included
in the full groom if required.

Bath, dry and pawdicure available or adapt the groom
to meet your dog’s needs.

Perfume To Finish
Leaving your dog smelling fantastic!
* For every extra fifteen minutes over the allocated time a
badly matted coat takes to groom costs an additional £5.
All knots and tangles are removed before bathing.

The dog is styled to suit its breed and requirements
Leaving a dog for short assisted periods of time can
help with anxiety separation issues

Top Groomer, Tara Hewson,
of ‘Give a dog a comb’ was
among the award winners
at the inaugural ThePet.net
Awards.

A clean well groomed dog is a happy one

“The Pet.net awards are based on our
customer’s feedback and we are delighted to
have been voted most favourite Dog
Groomer and feel privileged to have won.
We take the highest pride in our work”

